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Local Networks and the Internet: From Protocols to Interconnection (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A network transmits information from point-to-point from an office, company,

	school, aircraft carrier or, more generally, from anywhere on the planet. Very often

	associated with the Internet, it has completely transformed the design of traditional

	computer systems. To remember this, one need only read the short story by...
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Production Planning in Production Networks: Models for Medium and Short-term PlanningSpringer, 2008
Distributed production networks are structures which are considered able to provide the organisational agility and efficiency necessary to compete in the global market. The performance of such organisations heavily depends on the ability of those involved in the network to coordinate their activities. Two approaches are available for managing...
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MDA Distilled (Addison-Wesley Object Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
As systems have grown more crucial to the operations of organizations worldwide, so too have the costs associated with building and maintaining them. Enter model-driven architecture (MDA), a standard framework from the Object Management Group (OMG) that allows developers to link object models together to build complete systems. MDA prevents design...
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Multimedia Wireless Networks: Technologies, Standards and QoSPrentice Hall, 2003
	Integrating QoS in wireless multimedia network design
	Delivering QoS in WLANs, WPANs, WMANs, cellular, and satellite networks
	Covers every leading current and emerging wireless network standard


Integrate QoS into virtually any multimedia wireless network

From...
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Space Time Coding for Broadband Wireless CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This is the first book on space-time coding for wireless communications, one of the most promising techniques for ensuring bandwidth efficiency. The text describes theoretical principles as well as engineering applications; discusses key criteria in the design of practical space-time codes; and covers single-carrier and multi-carrier transmission...
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Databases and Information Systems IV:  Selected Papers from the Seventh International Conference DB & IS'2006 - Volume 155IOS Press, 2007
This volume contains the best papers presented at the 7th International Baltic Conference on Databases and Information Systems (BalticDB&IS’2006). The series of Baltic DB&IS conferences has been initiated by Janis Bubenko jr. and Arne Solvberg in 1994. The conferences are highly international and bring together academics and...
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Fault-tolerant Flight Control and Guidance Systems: Practical Methods for Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2009
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) offer an incomparable means of gathering intelligence and carrying out missions without needing an onboard human pilot. The benefits are considerable in terms of cost, efficiency, and reduced pilot risk.
In order to complete a mission efficiently and with a high level of safety and security, the following key...
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Arithmetic and Logic in Computer Systems (Microwave and Optical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
A practical introduction to fundamentals of computer arithmetic
Computer arithmetic is one of the foundations of computer science and engineering. Designed as both a practical reference for engineers and computer scientists and an introductory text for students of electrical engineering and the computer and mathematical sciences, Arithmetic and...
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Image Processing and Pattern Recognition (Neural Network Systems Techniques and Applications)Academic Press, 1998
Image Processing and Pattern Recognition covers major applications in the field, including optical character recognition, speech classification, medical imaging, paper currency recognition, classification reliability techniques, and sensor technology. The text emphasizes algorithms and architectures for achieving practical and...
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Advanced Topics in Database ResearchIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Advanced Topics in Database Research is a series of books on the fields of database, software engineering, and systems analysis and design. They feature the latest research ideas and topics on how to enhance current database systems, improve information storage, refine existing database models, and develop advanced applications. Advanced Topics in...
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Voice and Audio Compression for Wireless CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"I recommend this book as a useful reference on voice and audio compression for wireless communication." (Computing Reviews, June 10, 2008)

   Voice communications remains the most important facet of mobile radio services, which may be delivered over conventional fixed links, the Internet or wireless channels. This...
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Broadband Cable Access Networks, Volume 5: The HFC Plant (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
This book focuses on broadband distribution and systems architecture and concentrates on practical concepts that will allow the reader to do their own design, improvement, and troubleshooting work. The objective is to enhance the skill sets of a large population that designs and builds broadband cable plants, as well as those maintaining and...
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